
Changes submitted to WRT through March 30

Page Location Comment
3 Quote Who is Dennis Waitley?  We should consistently identify all of the quotes.

3 Last sentence, 2nd 

paragraph

Unnecessary comma: "…what we value, so that we get better…" 

4 1st sentence "negatives" should be "negative" to mirror "positive" in the previous paragraph.

4 thinking big, 1p, 2s delete dash: "Other city plans are more focused and deal with…"

4 1p, 2s "We now suffer from serious traffic congestion, loss of natural and open space to urban 

sprawl,

Central Austin housing that is increasingly unaffordable

for individuals and families…"

5 pics larger pictures

5 1st paragraph Change "sustainable growth" to "sustainable develoment"

5 Commuters at the MLK, Jr Red Line Transit Station PhotoDelete this one- same one on pg. 95

6 heading Change style to match "6 key challenges and opportunities"?

8 1p, 1s change "growth" to "development" to reduce number of times "growth" is used in this 

paragraph.

9 integrate nature, 4s delete extra space after greenways

9 paths to prosperity "…clean industries, [delete: and] educational institutions, and govt jobs."

9 Integrate Nature, 2s "We need to *use* our creeks … and the Colorado River *to create* a network …"

10 Developed as 

affordable/healthy 3s

Use m dash instead of commas? "An afforadable community can only exist if we make 

sure that people who work in Austin--at all income levels--can afford to live here."

10 Civic creativity, 3rd 

sentence from end

"Innovation *is* one of the key attributes of resiliency."

10 Civic creativity, 1st 

sentence

"the local music scene" to "our local music scene"

10 Third heading Core principle #6: "Think creatively and work together."

12 big picture, 2s add "as" at the start of each clause set off by semicolons. Add "and" before "[as] a 

government center,…"

13 2p, 1s "are varied and *grow* more diverse…"

13 3rd para, last sent "more cost-effective to *develop sustainably and* create compact…"

14 last para Fix parallel structure: "Austin's strong private sector, institutions, and non-profit 

organizations share…"

19 3rd para "Many of the City's *past* policy choices…"

19 sidebar "Something both laid back and passionate, [delete: that seems] built on unlikely pairings 

like the State Capitol and UT, blocks away, but worlds apart."

20 2p, 3s put comma inside quotes: "A City Plan for Austin Texas,"...

22 Fig. 2.1 title The Planning Area in 2011: City and its Extraterritorial Jurisdiction

24 Chart Replace "cohort" with "group"

25 1st bullet colon instead of comma after 2000?

25 footer overlap in name of chapter

25 last bullet add comma after "San Diego, California (131)"

27 sidebar close ""

27 Bold Better as 2 sent: "We have a variety of neighborhoods, but limited housing choices. Our 

housing costs are rising."

28 last bullet comma after condo use

29 3rd bullet under 

Neighborhoods

“Language and cultural differences between this growing community and the rest of 

Austin has have led to isolation…”

31 Charts Move Change in Land Area to beneath the first bullet

33 map Area V is hard to see

40 1st bullet "…orientation, *but* created…"

40 bike/ped, 2nd bullet "installed or improved 15 bicycle lane-miles per year"

DO NOT EDIT -- THIS HAS BEEN SENT TO WRT
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Page Location Comment
41 box lack of bike/ped facilities and transit don't just increase travel times and reduce access, 

they reduce the attractiveness of these modes as viable alternatives to driving, as well 

as posing safety issues

41 box, 2nd to last 

bullet

replace "and" with "toward"

41 What Does It Mean-

Transportation-4th 

bullet

Replace "vehicle" with "motor vehicle" (1st time only)

42 4th bullet "…rate, *at* 13.4 percent."

43 1st bullet delete "and" before technology

43 5th bullet Comma after clean energy

45 source consistency of comas, semicolons, periods at end, etc.

46 3rd bullet, 2s delete "is" between "its" and "extraterritorial jurisdiction";

change first "within" to "in"

46 2nd bullet under 

Water Resources

“The Colorado River provides the vast majority of Austin’s water supply.” 

47 4th bullet "…vulnerable citizens, including children and the elderly,by…"

47 5th bullet 2nd and 3rd sentences: change "result" to "resulted"

47 last bullet last clause: "continues" should be "continued"

47 1st bullet “However, there are a few remaining significant tracts that are ‘grandfathered’ from 

these requirements.” 

47 1st bullet Capitalize “Urban and Suburban watershed zone areas…”

48 Austin's Urban 

Forest section

“Areas with the highest coverage were found in the western part of the city near Barton 

Creek and Lake Austin.”

48 Wildlands paragraph : “…through the Wildland Conservation Division’s Balcones Canyonlands Preserve 

Program and Water Quality Protection Lands Programs. Management of the wildlands 

toward a thriving ecosystem contributes to good water quality and quantity in our creeks, 

streams, and underlying aquifers.”

48 Text Box, Bullet 3 “The increased likelihood of future drought and strong storms adds to the vulnerability…”

49 last bullet comma after treatment plants, semicolons separating list

50 Library System, 2n 

bullet

Replace "people" with "visits"

51 Last paragraph This paragraph needs an overhaul. “The Watershed Protection Department is the utility 

for the operation and maintenance of the municipal stormwater conveyance system for 

the city, which includes both natural (creeks, lakes, Colorado River) and manmade 

components (over 900 miles of storm drain pipes).”

53 Table (Electricity 

consumption)

last column include units "(kWh)"

55 2nd bullet "The number of households…"

56 Table (school 

districts)

first column: strike "independent"

third column and fifth column: replace "within Austin's ETJ" with "in planning area"

Try to resize columns so that the fifth column title only takes up two lines

58 Map Move after page 54.  Map looks stretched. Also, describe what the implication of the pop 

change is

59 1st bullet, 2s Include "Services" after "Health and Human Services"

59 Table Strike source row.

60 2nd bullet comma after creative individuals

61 1st bullet (partial) comma after facilities

61 2rd full bullet comma after culture

61 2nd bullet under 

Econ Impact

"the 2011 Austin City Limits Festival *contributed*…"

61 Arts/Culture Events, 

2nd bullett

Replace 650,000 "people" with "visits"

62 4th bullet dash instead of slash. Delete "have" 

62 source consistency: use period or not
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Page Location Comment
63 regional, 1p, 2s Rewrite as two sentences: "By and large, Austin's problems are the regions. Because we 

are closely…"

66 map create legend to show limits, ETJ. Explain colors in legend

66 fig 2.7 include legend

67 Fig. 2.8 Include title over legend

71 1st para delete comma after difficult. "is" before growing larger. "When we imagine our future…"

72 increase space between para

74 “Clear guidelines 

support both…” 

paragraph

Eliminate inadvertent paragraph break 

74 3rd bullet delete extra space after higher education

75 “We use and inspire 

new technologies” 

paragraph

Eliminate inadvertent paragraph break 

75 Prosperous, 1p, 1s use m dash "city as a whole"

75 Austin is creative intro, last sentence: add comma after quality of life

77 Austin is prosperous Use m dash after "whole"

83 1st para delete colon at end of para

83 List of Bldg Blocks See attachment with longer edits.

84 bullets "Expands the transit network" and "increase transit use" can be one line

84 7th bullet “Improves air quality and reduces greenhouse gas emissions” 

84 6th bullet “Directs growth away from the *recharge and contributing zones of the Barton Springs 

segment of the* Edwards Aquifer.” 

84 6th bullet Replace "Southern" with "Barton Springs Zone of the"

84 3rd bullet replace "mixed use" with "activity"

85 Green Infrastructure 

defined-2nd par

"This" should be "The"; "open spaces, wildlife habitat, *and stormwater features that 

mimic natural hydrology*"; hyphen at end of paragraph should be em dash.

85 1st paragraph under 

the Fig 4.2 heading

“To realize Austin’s vision, new development and redevelopment must occur in…”

85 Figure 4.2 Bicycle 

and Pedestrian 

Networks, 1p, 3s

Replace "vehicle" with "motor vehicle"

85 Fig 4.1, 1p, 2s "recharge/contributing" should be "recarding and contributing"; strike "South" from 

Edwards Aquifer.

85 Growth Concept 

Map sidebar

Insert paragaph break before last sentence to give it more prominence.

85 Fiig 4.2, 1p, 3s comma between "Austin including"

86 Corridors definition Add to end of paragraph "To improve mobility along an activity corridor, new and 

redevelopment should reduce car use and increase walking, bicycling, and transit use.   

Intensity of land use should correspond to existing or planned quality of transit, public 

space, and walkable destinations.  Site design should use building arrangement and 

open space to reduce walking distance to transit and destinations, achieve safety and 

comfort, and draw people outdoors."

87 Figures Move Growth concept map series to immediately follow p86 (right after Figure 

descriptions in the text). Definitions follow the maps in this new order.

87 Headings Unclear heading hierarchy: distinction should be made between "activity centers and 

corridors" and "regional centers," etc.

87 1p, 1s comma after job centers

87 2p, 1s "focused on"

87 3rd para, last sent "market-rate supply" to "market-rate housing." 
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Page Location Comment
87 Sidebar - Transitions 

Between Land 

Uses.3rd sentence

Creating these transitions requires a broad regulatory approach to address the local 

context, land uses, accessibility and transportation needs, building setbacks, building 

heights, and design elements such as landscaping planting, building massing, lighting, 

the location of parking, and building orientation.

88 1st para comma after well-connected

89 1st para "single-family houses, [delete:and] duplexes…"

89 3rd para Rewrite: "The open space network includes existing and future open space. Elements of 

the open space network include parks… land. Areas within floodplains, on steep slopes, 

or with significant… habitat are classified as environmentally sensitive.

89 4th para capitalize Red Line

89 Job Centers 

paragraph

“While these many of these centers are…”

89 Corridors, 1p, 2s 

from end

insert "already" between "but have"

89 High Capacity 

Transit, 1p, 2s from 

end

Uncapitalize "Proposed"

89 Highways and other 

streets, 1p, 1s

strike "the" before existing roads, strike "creating" from "capacity improvements such as 

creating additional travel lanes"

91 Fig 4.2 legend Combine entries for Highways and Streets to match map

91 fig. 4.2 Include caption with urban trails definition: Urban trails serve recreation and 

transportation functions, including biking and hiking, and also provide important 

environmental benefits by creating open space linkages and expanding the city’s green 

infrastructure network.

92 1st paragraph, last 

sentence, qoute

Revise to "Ensure that redevelopment in the Edward's Aquifer's recharge and 

contributing zones maintains the quantity and quality of recharge of the aquifer. The 

aquifer.

95 Footnote Seems to be missing; same for p.97, 100

95 1st paragraph “Five centers… of the South Barton Springs segment of the Edwards Aquifer"

95 Redevelopment over 

the Edwards Aquifer, 

1p, 1s

Replace "South" with "Barton Springs Zone of the"

95 Redevelopment over 

the Edwards Aquifer, 

1p, last sentence

insert "quality and quantity" before "recharge of the aquifer." at the end of the sentence.

95 Other development 

within ETJ

While  the counties are able to engage in long-range planning efforts, they cannot zone land.

96 1st para (partial), 

last sentence

Rewrite: "When and where feasible, it should be connected…"

96 background Why is this blue?

96 Building Blocks intro Start on new page?

97 1st sent Rewrite: "Austin experienced significant growth during the…"

97 2p, 1s insert "available" after options and delete "provided"

98 1st para "…retooled transportation system could…" Stronger word choice: will

98 2p, 1s "…Austin's cultural, ethnic, social, economic, political, and architectural history*. Many of 

these* lack…"

99 1st para comma after change

99 6th bullet comma after environmental, delete quotes around greenfield

100 best practice sidebar Replace n dashes in second sentence with m dashes

100 LUT P5 comma after "housing types," delete "and," comma after "travel"

100 LUT P10 Delete "and" before "preserving."
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Page Location Comment
100 BEST PRACTICE: 

LAND 

DEVELOPMENT 

CODE REVISION | 

RALEIGH, NC, 4th 

sentence

The process resulted in a draft unified development ordinance that consolidates all 

development related regulations (zoning, subdivision, site development, landscaping 

planting, historic preservation, sidewalks and streets, environmental, and so on) into a 

single user-friendly document.

100 footnote Is this attached to anything? Cut.

100 LUT P9 Revise to: "Develop and maintain consistent fiscal policies to direct public investments 

associated with growth and development to implement Imagine Austin."

101 LUT P21 Deleted repeated "the aquifer."

101 LUT P23 replace the "/" and "and"

102 LUT 28 Should be LUT P28

102 LUT 28 Replace last "and" with "with".

104 Fig. 4.6 Include caption on this page

105 fig. 4.7 legend Match High Cap Transit symbol to rest of maps (missing the stop)

106 spread allow more space between text and box

106 Mixed Use Spread, 

photo images

South Congress Avenue

106 Mixed Use Spread-

"Before"

Add caption: “With the exception of the iconic Hills Café and the Bel Air Condominiums, 

the segment of South Congress Avenue south of Ben White Boulevard is largely 

characterized by narrow or missing sidewalks with numerous driveway entrances, vacant 

land, used car lots, self-storage facilities, and single-story commercial and industrial 

buildings separated from the street by parking lots.”

106 title Stike hypen in mixed use

106 picture title spell out Avenue

107 Mixed Use Spread-

"After"

Add caption: “A reimagined South Congress Avenue could become a place where 

people living in new development and the adjacent neighborhoods can walk and bicycle 

to local-serving businesses, access high-quality transit to travel throughout the city, and 

provide new opportunities for people to interact.”

107 picture title spell out Avenue

107 text box Font sizes seem large -- is that on purpose?

108 images Can we get images from Angelou that work better in b/w? It's hard to tell how little we're 

developing in the mixed use scenario

108 images - captions Can we include longer captions to drive home what people are seeing: "Mixed Use 

scenario: allows XX,XXX residents on current multifamily and commercial sites along 

South Congress Avenue." Suburban Development Pattern: "The same number of people 

would require nine times as much land under the typical suburban development pattern."

109 colored box "200-acre"

109 scenarios It is unclear what the amounts use as a base, especially preferred scenario

109 Mixed Use Spread, 

photo images

Remove "case" wherever we say "case study"

109 case study box, last 

sentence

replace "amount" with number"; replace "/" with "and"

110 text box "…bicycle even a short distance."

110 caption under Mixed 

Use intersection

last sentence, set "along with the row of parking" off with commas.

111 caption comma after automobiles

111 1st bullet The environmental, historic, and cultural context of the local area should also be 

considered. 

111 Residential 

intersection caption

Replace "/" with "and"
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Page Location Comment
111 new text box Can we include a small box to define "green streets" on this spread?

112 text box, 2s "to live, work, shop, play, and gather, by providing different uses close to one another: 

retail, offices, parks, entertainment, services, and housing."

112 People friendly 

places subheading

Can we match this formatting to preceeding pages?

113 text box plural courtyards, followed by an oxford comma

113 text box, 2nd para, 

1st sent

"While attractive building facades and the spaces between buildings where people 

gather are paramount for people-friendly places, a harmonious relationship between new 

development, infill, and existing neighborhoods is also important. Development should 

enhance both the corridor and the existing neighborhood."

115 Housing and 

Neighborhoods intro, 

1st paragraph, last 

sentence

Consistent with other goals in the plan, preserving a wide range of household 

affordability is essential to preserving the character of neighborhoods.

116 Key issues and 

trends

In first bullet, comma after 30 years. Period at end of 2nd bullet

116 Key challenges, 3rd 

bullet

add "development" after new

116 Key challenges, 6th 

bullet

delete comma, delete space before period

116 Key challenges, last 

bullet

"about to become homeless" sounds resigned to such a thing happening. Better to say 

"in danger of becoming homeless."

117 H P5 delete space before .

117 H P7 Cut definition in parantheses; add it to the glossary.

117 H P9 Parallel structure: "conserve," "reduce"

118 sidebar comma after housing development

119 sidebar Spell out sf and ND

120 sidebar, 1p Comma after lab, delete comma after seminars

121 1st para comma after 2010

121 last para replace semicolons with commas

122 Key challenges, 4th 

bullet

delete space before period

122 Key challenges, 5th 

bullet

comma after industry, say "energy services provision"

122 Key challenges, 6th 

bullet

comma after health care

123 Austin is prosperous Use m dash after "whole"

124 sidebar space after reference:

124 EC P2 hyphens after minority and women

124 EC P6 Revise: "Support up-to-date infrastructure, flexible policies and programs, and adaptive 

reuse of buildings so that local, small, and creative businesses thrive and innovate."

125 EC P8 extra space after multi. Does this need to be hyphenated?

125 EC P10 "and" after vocational schools

125 EC P11 Delete "the" after Expand

125 EC P12 Delete comma after "disabilities"

125 EC P14 "…airports, rail…"

125 EC P18 Delete EC P18 (it duplicates EC P17)

125 Matrix Spacing consistency

125 EC P8 delete extra space in multi-cultural

127 1st para "… particularly its watersheds…"

128 Key challenges, last 

bullet

"habitats"

128 “…prone to erosion and characterized with by large flood plains floodplains.”
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Page Location Comment
129 CE P2 "areas, including the Edwards…"; delete close parantheses

129 CE P5 add "and" before wildlife

130 CE P10 Replace "vehicle" with "motor vehicle"

131 Fig 4.8 legend Fix High Capacity Transit symbol (missing stop)

135 2p, last sentence Comma after Events Center, and delete "and"

135 3p, 2s "…fiscal year 2009 were approx…"

135 CE P8 Replace as follows: “Improve the urban environment by fostering safe use of waterways 

for public recreation, such as swimming and boating, that maintains the natural and 

traditional character of the waterway and floodplain.”

136 Key issues, 3rd 

bullet, 1s

"Despite having an above-average amount of parkland citywide, many neighborhoods 

are not within walking distance of a park…" Second sentence ok.

136 Public safety 

paragraph

3,700 people

137 2p, 1s delete space in 35,000, comma after preserves

137 2p, 2s delete space after "performance space" and add an "s"

137 2p, 3s comma after pedestrian

137 2p, 4s delete second "." after network

137 2p, last sentence "… building block, which includes…"

138 Key challenges, 7th 

bullet

comma after "drainage systems"

138 Key challenges, last 

bullet

commas after "Hays Counties" and "partners"

138 WPD P2 "regularly throughout…"

138 WPD P4 "Expand efforts to diversify water sources, including through reuse…"

139 WPD P8 Footnote number, no footnote

139 SW P2 Period after last bullet, match see also

139 sidebar "…are being diverted from landfills."

139 WPD P8 footnote 6 has no note

140 sidebar Spell out LISC

140 PS P4 comma after residents

140 PS P5 extra space before facilities

141 RO P2 comma after recreation

141 sidebar, 4s comma after operation. Missing reference

145 1p, 1s comma after environment

145 1p, last sentence "… sustainable community by preparing residents for…"

145 3p, 2s "… a range of other family types."

146 sidebar, 4th bullet use m dash

147 1st bullet "… lifelong learning, including activities…"

148 sidebar add comma after "educational" in "medical, educational, and psycho-social" list

148 CFE P2 add open parens "(" between "options" and "such"

148 CFE P5 comma after technical education

149 CFE P13 commas after facilities, tracks

149 CFE P18 delete 2nd with

149 CFE P19 delete extra .

149 sidebar Prior sidebar content (Tandem teen prenatal) is repeated here

152 sidebar, 1st bullet delete "in 2011"

152 sidebar, vision add comma after quality of life

152 Key challenges, 1st bulletComma after rehearsal

153 CRE P8 Delete space before comma after organizations

154 sidebar delete commas before and after "over the years"

154 CRE P9 delete comma after spaces

154 CRE P11 comma after "imagination"

154 CRE P16 Space after P16.

154 CRE P17 delete "public" before parks

154 CRE P18 comma after "processes"

159 1p, 1s start with "This vision…"
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Page Location Comment
159 1p, 3s 3rd sentence should use commas, not semicolons

159 Core principle #6: "Think creatively and work together."

160 No. 6 "household"

160 Decapitalize: 2nd paragraph: Policies, Action, Building Blocks.

Last paragraph: Priority Programs

161 1p, 2s second dash needs to be a dash and not a hyphen

161 2p, 2s Include footnote for travel demand management: "The application of strategies and 

policies to reduce travel demand (particularly single-occupancy vehicles) or to 

redistribute this demand in space or time, thus reducing traffic congestion. "

162 step 6 Add second sentence to this step: "Track capital improvements geographically to ensure 

their alignment with the goals of Imagine Austin."

163 Related initiatives Include Families and Children Task Force Report

165 step 5 replace "low-income" with "low water use"

165 intro to Water 

Resources

See attachment with longer edits.

166 Related initiatives "Peak Demand Plan" should start on a new line

167 steps 2 and 3 step 2: "Work with businesses, *non-profits,* education partners …"

step 3: "Partner with high schools, resource libraries, *non-profits,* technical schools…"

169 Priority Program 6 

title

Develop and maintain housing household affordability throughout Austin

170 Work Program step 

2

“2. Assess options… such as green roofs, rainwater harvesting barrels, …” (Rain barrels 

are a subset of rainwater harvesting, which has more broad application.)

171 Related City 

Initiatives

Include the following as “Related City Initiatives” for Green Infrastructure:

� Watershed Protection Master Plan

171 Relationship to 

Healthy Austin

Add sentence: "Include opportunities for community gardens and urban farms as part of 

the green infrastructure network."

171 Related initiatives Insert "Protection" into "Watershed Master"

180 Related City 

Initiatives

Include the following as “Related City Initiatives” for a Healthy Austin Program:

� Bicycle Master Plan

� Pedestrian Master Plan

180 Related initiatives Add sentence: "Include opportunities for community gardens and urban farms as part of 

the green infrastructure network."

183 1st paragraph “Changes to the land development code will supports development patterns that better 

manage water resources.”

184 Segregation, 1p, 1s "Early in Austin’s development, freed slaves lived throughout Austin, in small 

communities such as Clarksville or Wheatville, as well as where Highland Mall and 

Brackenridge Hospital are today."

184 Segregation, 1p, 3s "But it was also a place where blacks and Hispanics ran owned businesses, churches, 

and schools, and occasionally served as aldermen."

184 Segregation, 1p, last 

sentence

"This was due primarily to policies that directed African and Mexican Americans to live in 

East Austin."

184 Segregation, 2p, 1s Delete sentence

187 Tackling the Ethnic 

Divide Spread, 

bottom right box

Replace "University of Texas" with "local universities"

187 Large text box Add title: "How Imagine Austin helps"

187 Small text box Ensure the last paragraph is fully included here

189 2nd paragraph Check all page references

190 Subtitle reformat to match other pages

190 Making Decisions 

box

Capitalize City before annual budget and staff

191 Imagine Austin "cross-department" should be "cross-departmental"

191 Master Plans change "implicated" to "involved"
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Page Location Comment
191 Small area plans Replace "/" with "and"

191 Zoning decisions Strike "if one exists"

194 Paragraphs 3-5 repeat the first three paragraphs in the "Partnerships" section

196 Complete 

communities 

paragraph

Split this paragraph in two, at "The following indicators for each of the …" Add this 

sentence as the second to the last sentence in the second paragaph: "Where 

appropriate, indicators tracking walkability should seek to approximate real-world 

conditions, such as access to the edge of parks, but to the center of retail areas with 

large amounts of parking. "

200 LUT A-5 Strike "design" from second bullet.

218 CFS A-8 Add to programs: "Invest in compact and connected city"

224 actions SOC A-7 is the same as SOC A-8

228 SOC A-45 Replace two UT departments with "colleges and universities"

App B, 5 Title Change the title of the appendix to match the TOC. "Shaping Imagine Austin: The 

Community Process"

App B, 5 1st page Insert table of participation

App B, 7 1p, 1s "Imagine Austin was overseen monthly, by a Citizens Adivsory Task Force…"

App B, 9 3rd page, 

Community Forum 

Series #2 paragraph

Fill in the number of locations the traveling teams visited. 

App B, 9 3rd page, 

Community Forum 

Series #2 paragraph

Fill in the number of locations the traveling teams visited: 42 events at 31 locations for 

CFS2.

App D include full list of centers and corridors, tied to factors

App G "Small Area / Neighborhood Plans" should be "Neighborhood Plans"

App G Need a third section: Transportatino plans for AMATP and Bike Master Plan

at a glance Chp1 box Can use just commas since not independent clauses and no other commas

at a Glance Growth concept map 

box

"The" should be lowercase to match other boxes. Recommend using "is the…" to match 

form of other boxes.

Exec sum 1 "…physical form of the city to support these goals."

Exec sum 10 box "compact and connected centers"

Exec sum 13 pics maybe one interestingly cropped vertical picture, instead of short stack

Exec sum 15 pics maybe break layout to make pics larger? Two columns with pics in right? 

Exec sum 2 6 principles "civic creativity" is vague

Exec sum 3 society and health partially duplicative of housing and neighborhoods

Exec sum 4 Regional Perspective This is a defining trend, match others' formatting

Exec sum 4 pictures Add

Exec sum 7 matrix Maybe use the symbols for each component? Since this is repeated for the building blocks

Exec sum 8 blank

Exec sum 9 2nd bullet & box add "and corridors" after centers

Framework 

for decision-

making 

appendix, 31

3rd bullet There is a word missing after "the proposal." Maybe add "results in"?

Glossary compact community A community in which housing, services, retail, jobs, entertainment, health care, schools, 

parks, and other daily needs are within a convenient walk or bicycle ride of one another. 

A compact community is supported by a complete transportation system, encourages 

healthier lifestyles and community interaction, and allows for more efficient delivery of 

public services.

Glossary cost burdened Households whose costs of housing, transportation, and utilities reduces their ability to 

afford other necessities, such as food, medical care, or child care. Typically, households 

are considered cost burdened if their housing costs exceeds 30 percent of their income 

or if their combined housing and transportation costs exceeds 45 percent of their 

income.
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Page Location Comment
Glossary Glossary Add a definition of "green streets" to the glossary

Glossary annexation (limited 

purpose) definition

"…and parks are provided by other agencies, such as the county."

Glossary blueway definition "…to encourage family recreation, ecological education, and preservation of wildlife 

resources.

Glossary creative economy 

definition

"…music, and the performing arts, publishing, and television and radio."

Glossary ethnicity definition Since this definition is the same as the race/ethnicity entry, should this be 

"ethnicity/race"?

Glossary growth concept map 

definition

Make growth concept map lower case to be consistent with the rest of the plan. Make 

this change throughout the glossary. 

Glossary high capacity 

bus/high capacity 

transit definition

The just says to see "bus rapid transit," but the bus rapid transit entry doesn't say 

anything about high capacity buses. One of these entries should say what high capacity 

buses are. 

Glossary high capacity transit 

definition

3rd sentence: add space to "Highcapacity"

Glossary multilingual definition Capitalize "The" at the beginning of the sentence. 

Glossary planning area 

defintion

"The geographic area covered by Imagine Austin it is includes land within the city limits 

and…"

Glossary policy definition "A specific statement that guides decisions on a wide array of topics and are is the 

foundation for actions...

Glossary public health 

definition

"…informed choices of society, organizations, public and private, communities, and 

individuals."

Glossary Texas triangle 

definition

"contacting" should be "connecting"

Glossary USDA Prime 

Farmland definition

"…for producing food, feed, forage, fiber, and oilseed crops."

PS P3 Replace "mixed use centers" with activity  centers

throughout Use hypen consistently. Current use typically does not hypenate African Americans, etc. 

Search doc for other occurances.

Throughout Need to do a find-and-replace of “flood plain” into a single word (“floodplain”) throughout 

document (e.g., p.129 CP P6).

Throughout “IH 35” Document inconsistently references this roadway (varies between IH 35, IH-35, I-

35, etc.). Use find-and-replace to choose one consistent version.

Throughout Make sure there's only 1 space after each period. 

Throughout glossary Make all the dashes after the entry name are consistent (for examlpe, blueway and 

brownfield use hyphens; building block and biodiversity use en-dashes)

Throughout Fill in all page numbers

Throughout Check for instances of upper-case "building block," "policy," "growth concept map," and 

"action"

TOC Match appendices and TOC listing together (for example, the Framework is E in the 

body and C in the TOC)

TOC Title Make the TOC match the title of the appendix: "Related Regional Planning Initiatives"

UD P1 especially within activity centers and along activity corridors including in the Downtown, 

future TODs, in denser, mixed-use communities, and other redevelopment areas
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